Hardware Root of Trust for Internet of Video Things
Abstract: Vision sensors are ubiquitous. It is predicted that by 2030, there will
be around 13 billion cameras and 1 exabyte of data generated every day. With the
rapid growth of the Internet of Things (IoT), more smart applications are
anticipated to be evolved around the intelligent integration of smart visual sensing
and pervasive networking. The networking and accessibility of video things also
pose new challenges in digital forensic, on-device data security and privacy
protection in edge and fog computing. Provably secure cryptographic algorithms
secure mainly the communication channels, which are inadequate against the
emerging AI-assisted data fabrication, backdoor and side-channel attacks that
exploit the anonymity and implementation vulnerabilities of vision-enabled
endpoints. Device identification based on cryptographic primitives requires the
safekeeping of an on-device secret binary key. The latter is vulnerable to various
kinds of invasive, semi-invasive and side channel attacks, particularly when the
device is physically accessible. Existing trust credentials also provide no link
between the data and its provenance. Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) is a
key-less hardware security primitive. The secret is built intrinsically into the
device structure by the uncontrollable manufacturing process variations of nanoscale integrated circuits. PUFs offer promising new opportunities to assure end
point security against the imminent risk of sensor and data analytic attacks. This
talk will present some solutions to derive non-repudiable provenance proof from
the unification of PUF responses and biometrics or other data analytic based
security parameters. The three presented end-point authentication schemes of
PUF-based user-device hash, data-device hash and event-driven hash show that
PUF can be endowed with the capability to not only identifying the device (e.g.,
camera for video surveillance), but also assuring the integrity of the data that it
generated or acquired, and authenticating the users who have privileged access to
the device and its data.
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